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The TerraSysMP model [1], shared by an important community in Europe, relies on the OASIS3-
MCT [2] coupling library  to synchronise and perform the on-line exchanges between its three
components  (COSMO regional  atmosphere,  CLM soil  and  ParFlow  hydrology  model).  In  the
framework  of  the  European  modelling  infrastructure  ENES  [3],  CERFACS  regularly  provides
support  to help the  setup and the  optimisation  of OASIS based  coupled  system,  from which
TerraSysMP [4,5].

In the following note, we detail the modifications we made on the Research Training Day (RTD)
tutorial package (“idealRTD”), on the JURECA super computer at Jülich Supercomputing Center.
We show how to simply identify the load imbalance between components, optimise the resources
and speedup the model. In a second step, we propose some possible enhancements, taking benefit
of the next OASIS release (OASIS3-MCT_V4.0) scheduled on April 2018.

Load balance analysis

The OASIS version  currently  used by TerraSysMP was  modified  to include the internal  LUCIA
instrumentation [6].  Detail of this implementation is given in Annex 1.  On runtime 1,  the OASIS
library produces ASCII files that describe and date each OASIS exchanges. On a post-processing
step, an independent FORTRAN tool processes these files and gives a summary on between which
components and on how fast  the exchanges were performed. In particular, it  is possible to (i)
determine  the  sequence of  exchanges  between  the  three  components  (see  Illustration  1),  (ii)
estimate for each component the total time spent to wait an information from another component
(coarse grain load imbalance, see Table 1) and (iii) measure the time spent by each component to
perform their OASIS interpolation(s) (see also Table 1).

Illustration 1: Coupling exchange sequence

1 when the specific OASIS parameter 'NLOGPRT(2)' is set to -1



A first rough analysis of these results would be that CLM is the fastest model and is waiting the
results of COSMO and ParFlow computations (that are performed concurrently). Consequently, it
is possible to re-estimate the distribution of resources between components, in order to better
synchronise COSMO and ParFlow. The new distribution and its results are described in Table 2.
The total restitution time for the whole TerraSysMP coupled model  is  reduced from 93 to 73
seconds (using the same amount of resources – 1 node).

 Component # MPI 
process

Calculations 
(s)

Waiting time
(s)

Interpolations
(s)

# coupled time steps

COSMO       30 51.33 37.78 3.03 598

PARFLOW    4 81.00 8.11 2.51 598

CLM 4 8.38 80.72 2.14 598
Table 1: Per-component performances (total calculation time, from which OASIS interpolations, and
waiting time) before optimisation

 Component # MPI 
process

Calculations 
(s)

Waiting time
(s)

Interpolations 
(s)

# coupled time steps

COSMO       18 57.40 12.86 4.63  598

PARFLOW    16 59.92 10.34 3.04 598

CLM 4 5.73 64.53 0.86 598
Table 2: Per-component performances (total calculation time, from which OASIS interpolations, 
and waiting time) after optimisation

A finer analysis  would be necessary  to find the distribution that  minimize restitution time (or
maximize the parallel efficiency of the component). Detailed strategies are described in [6]. This
analysis would also need to take into account the mapping of each MPI process, a parameter which
is particularly important when hyper-threading mode is on (as it is the case on JURECA).

The aim of this working note is not to provide this optimal number, but to demonstrate that a
simple  instrumentation  exists  in  OASIS,  that  allows  to  speedup  any  TerrSysMP,  without  any
advance  knowledge  on  computing  or  any  extra  instrumentation  of  the  code  (using  i.e.
SCALASCA). This result  would be useful for beginners (the tool is already included in the RTD
package) but can also contribute to save a significant amount of computing time if used routinely
by scientists dealing with high resolution configurations or long simulations.

Proposed enhancements

Interpolations from grids that are identical are not mandatory in OASIS3-MCT, and the chosen



nearest-neighbours and bilinear can even introduce an error. The corresponding cost, which is non
negligible (see Tables), could be avoided, at least between COSMO and ParFlow 2D grids. For CLM
grids (1D), a single nearest-neighbour interpolation would be the most efficient solution.

The current OASIS version of the RTD package can possibly be updated. With the current v3.0, it
is  already  possible  to  simplify  the  namcouple  header:  the  SEQMODE,  CHANNEL,  JOBNAME,
NBMODEL, INIDATE, MODINFO, CALTYPE are no more taken into account. In addition, it is no
more necessary to force exchange sequentiality, which means that the SEQ variable doesn’t need
to be specified in the namcouple. In addition, with the future OASIS v4.0 (to be released in spring
2018), it will be possible to define a 3D exchange with only one coupling field entry + the number
of levels of the 3D variable.
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Annex 1: LUCIA implementation on RTD framework

A - Original routines copied from 
slts26@jureca.fzjuelich.de:$HOME/RTD/terrsysmp/oasis3mct/lib/psmile/src and 
slts26@jureca.fzjuelich.de:$HOME/RTD/terrsysmp/bldsva/intf_oas3/oasis3mct/tsmp :

mod_oasis_advance.F90, mod_oasis_data.F90, mod_oasis_method.F90 , 

mod_oasis_coupler.F90 & mod_oasis_grid.F90 

to
$HOME/RTD/terrsysmp/bldsva/intf_oas3/oasis3mct/tsmp

http://www.cerfacs.fr/globc/publication/technicalreport/2012/2011_OUS_report.pdf
http://www.cerfacs.fr/globc/publication/technicalreport/2014/lucia_documentation.pdf


B - Post-processing tool 'lucia' directory added to
slts26@jureca.fzjuelich.de:$HOME/RTD/terrsysmp/oasis3mct/util/

- Compiling of the FORTRAN program with default ifort compiler and executing:
$HOME/RTD/terrsysmp/oasis3mct_JURECA_1.2.0MCT_clmcospfl/util/lucia c

- the LUCIA post-processing analysis is performed on the running directory 
$WORK/run_pft15_sID2_Sv0.35 :
launch $HOME/RTD/terrsysmp/oasis3mct_JURECA_1.2.0MCT_clmcospfl/util/lucia

mailto:slts26@jureca.fz-juelich.de

